I was not unemployed in my profession by the extant Dexter Sinister, who upon winning a place in the Whitney’s Biennial did not hesitate to ask me—an out-of-practice Composer who has spent many hours performing the works of other Composers—to provide them with a Concerto fitting of such an event of international scope and appeal. I took it on with not a little trepidation, yet I was drawn to the sound of The Park Avenue Armory, for it hath a rounded and orbicular sound to it, and rings like unto bullion. I will freely add that I was not insensible to the extant Dexter Sinister’s good opinion.

In order to best represent their wishes (if the crisis therein does not prevent me) I decided that a Concerto for muted trumpet must thereby be accompanied by instruments that are most associated with the copy and distribution of Information and are likewise treated as machines “for storing Things.” To make musical the phonograph is an odd thing I admit, and to revive the Stroh Violin from her quiet obsolescence and retirement from the old studio orchestras a doubly strange feat. It has been on occasion the provider of innumerable joys that sweet notes should be found to issue from each of these old and dusty devices.

Do not be confused by the violoncello, which is not only a convenient crutch for the composer, it also provides the dulcet tones required of a particular Bass for the orchestra. It is also a machine that, though lacking the power to inscribe onto itself (like the phonograph or Computer), requires instead that the Hard Drive of the musician him/herself to be plugged into its corpus. This ancient relation of memory to kinesthetic is still appreciated in halls of great repute located throughout the Upper East and West Sides of this fair city.

I would finish this short exegesis by stating some small words about the Form of the piece. It is a simple Binary form with a Coda of sorts. The first section is the site of the office. After an expressive and free opening from the Trumpet, we hear the hums and noises of a modern day office reproduced by the orchestra. This is joined by the soft, squeaky voices of the phonograph, and the original theme in the trumpet slowly mutates itself through the language of the machine. The B section arrives with the Stroh Violin playing a downward-moving diatonic passage of 6 tones. These notes signal the beginning of a series of changes known as “Little Bob Minor.” These changes, adapted to the present context, are usually suited for bell ringing in churches. The trumpet and phonograph interact with these changes and ultimately render both change and copy no longer possible. At the close of the B section, the group returns to an office once more, finding that change itself cannot reform or alter their task of copying which they can no longer ever again accomplish.
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“I was not unemployed in my profession by the late John Jacob Astor; a name that, I admit, I love to repeat, for it hath a rounded and orbicular sound to it, and rings like unto bullion. I will freely add that I was not insensible to the late John Jacob Astor’s good opinion.”

(Extracted from the opening narration by “the lawyer” in Herman Melville’s “Bartleby The Scrivener”)
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